Spa Preparation Guide:

Selecting a location
Inter-Spas offer spas that will fit just about anywhere and will accommodate seating
configurations from two people all the way up to twelve people. Always make sure
that there is adequate space at the location where the spa will be installed. Having
plenty of room for the spa means that the actual dimensions of the unit will fit in the
area planned for installation and that there is enough room on one to two sides to
remove the cover and enjoy the spa. Since all of our spas are portable, there is no
need for permanent pluming connections, fresh water source hook ups or drain
connections. Simply fill your new spa with a garden hose, run the electric source and
turn the breaker on. Your new spa will be up and running that easily.
Placing your new Inter-Spa
Inter-Spas employ the use of a national moving company to deliver all of their spas
nationwide. This means that they are equipped to unload the hot tub from the truck
once they arrive. In most cases they can be hired to carry the spa to the installation
site if you wish. Keep in mind that all of our spas come well wrapped, completely
padded and attached to a pallet. This means that they can easily be placed on their
sides to fit through gates, doors and narrow openings. Take comfort knowing that
your investment will be handled with the utmost care. All Inter-Spas must be placed
on a solid, flat and level surface capable of supporting a minimum of one hundred
pounds of load per square foot.

Electrical connections
Inter-Spas recommend that you hire a qualified, licensed electrician to run the source
and make all connections to power your new spa. This is done by calling an
electrician and having a wire installed that runs between the spa and the home
breaker box. Please refer to the wiring diagrams in the owner’s manual for full
electrical specifications of your Inter-Spa.

Please refer to the owner’s manual / operating guide for full instructions on the care
and use of your new Inter-Spa.

